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This paper is directed at the following question: given an incomplete set of price data relating
to goods or services in some category of output for each of a number of different countries,
what arithmetic should be performed on the prices to get a meaningful representation of the
relative category price-levels of the countries? In the course of developing an answer to the
question, some broader matters are considered and illuminated. A comparison of category
price-levels for different countries is analogous to a commonly-encountered problem in many
areas, that of ranking ordinally or cardinally in one dimension a group of "entitiesw-persons,
households, firms, industries, etc.-on the basis of sets of measurements associated with the
individual entities. It is this point of view which dominates the following presentation.

Traditionally, comparisons of price-levels at different times or in different places
are made on the basis of relative costs of market baskets, somehow computed,
without explicit reference to stochastic distributions and principles of statistical
inference. The economic theory underlying such cost-of-living estimates deals
with the implications of negatively-sloped demand curves and emphasizes the
general importance and difficulties of applying proper weighting pr0cedures.l
Essential as this theory is, it should be regarded as a complement to rather than a
substitute for a stochastic framework. Economic theory may dictate which
"statistic" should be computed from the available data, but the position taken
here is that a country's category price-level still should be regarded as an appropriately defined center of a stochastic distribution. However, the proper estimate
of that center is not necessarily simply an average of prices of individual category
items. The primary message here is an obvious one: the price-level should be
estimated using a procedure founded upon statistical inference principles. These
remarks are not meant to minimize the importance of "the index number
*This paper was prepared as a part of the research program of the International Comparison
Project, a joint activity of the United Nations Statistical Office and a group of researchers at
the University of Pennsylvania. The Project's support has come primarily from the Ford Foundation, with significant additional financial help being provided by the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. The many thoughtful discussions of various statistical
points the author had with his former colleague, Edward Prescott, are gratefully acknowledged.
Irving B. Kravis and Alan Beston of the ICP provided invaluable help in assessing the operational usefulness of the methods developed. Able computing assistance, not all on display in
this version of the research, was provided by Lorenzo Perez.
IEveryone's list of the classic works on index number theory would include The Making
of Index Numbers by Irving Fisher (Houghton, Miflin, 1922) and "Annual Survey of General
Economic Theory: The Problem of Index Numbers" by Ragnar Frisch (Econometrica, Vol. 4,
No. 1, pp. 1-39; January 1936). An extremely comprehensive, up-to-date review of the index
number literature, with its own independent contribution to the art, is "Price Indexes and
International Price Comparisons" by Richard Ruggles in Ten Economic Studies in the Tradition
of Irving Fisher (Wiley, 1967).

problemH-though it will be ignored here-but rather to set the stage for likelihood functions and their associated statistical apparatus.
The problem of incomplete price data is central to the discussion below. The
frequency with which multilateral comparisons must be made on the basis of
incomplete binary data in empirical work generally justifies looking carefully at
this sort of problem in any case. The specific impetus for concern now is the need
of the International Comparison Project of the Statistical Office of the United
Nations and the University of Pennsylvania for a procedare whereby price
indexes can be computed for each of a large number of narrow categories for
eight or ten countries. Despite reasonable diligence, it has not been possible to
price all items within each category for every one of the countries. Discarding all
price data on items for which any country prices are missing is obviously inefficient; the procedure developed below is designed to utilize all available data in an
economical way.
In Section I1 the multilateral ranking problem is set down, first for complete
price information and then for the situation in which some prices are missing. A
possible nonstochastic treatment is suggested there before Section I11 presents a
formal-but simplistic-framework for analysis. By the end of Section 111 a
formidable likelihood function is derived. Happily, it can be shown that the
underlying stochastic model has a regression interpretation which allows for
Section IV's simpler operating procedure. The so-called Country-ProductDummy method (CPD) is developed and then applied to a set of hypothetical but
not wholly implausible data. After the worked example of Section V, brief
concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
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Consider the price tableau P given by (1). All national prices have been
converted to a standardized currency unit, perhaps but not necessarily by an
official exchange rate. The units in which the items are measured are arbitrary
(e.g., pIi may be the price of potatoes per peck and pZi may be the price of
radishes per bunch, etc.). Let Items 1 through A be from some fairly narrowly
defined category of goods and services (like vegetables). Suppose because
quantities are simply unknown, a comparison of category price-levels is t o be
made for the nz countries without using quantity weights. (The error resulting
from neglecting quantity weights is likely not to be serious if either the relative
quantities or relative prices of the A items are not too dissimilar within each of

the m countries. Whether one or the other of these conditions is met is obviously
an empirical matter; for fairly homogeneous categories, there is a good chance
that quantity weights may be safely ignored.) "The" index number problem is
ignored at the category level; the importance of different items is assumed to be
the same. It should be noted though that while the insensitivity of category pricelevel estimates to various weighting schemes may justify proceeding without
quantities here, of course the International Comparison Project will face directly
the weighting problem when different category price indexes are combined.
The relative price-levels for the m countries may be defined in a number of
possible ways. An essential characteristic of any definition is that its implementing formula should give results that are invariant both under a change in the
units of the items and also a change in the country used as a base in the comparisons; in addition, the property of "circularity" (sometimes called "transitivity") for multilateral comparisons is very much to be d e ~ i r e d . ~
Perhaps the best-known price index formula (but one which involves
weights), the Laspeyres index, is given in (2).

If all items are considered equally important in the sense that all the w,'j''s
eqnal to 1/A, then (2) reduces to (2').

are

IijC1)
gives the average relative cost of each item of the same set of goods and/or
services in Countries i and j, and it is indeed invariant under a change in units.
However, it is not invariant under a change in the country selected as a base, and
it does not possess the circularity property. By a simple change, these defects can
be remedied: if instead of defining the index as the arithmetic mean of the
is taken to be the geometric mean, as in (3), then
individual price relatives, Iij'2)
IijC2)
will meet the unit and base invariance requirements and will possess the
circularity property.

hold when (3) is applied to the full price tableau
These remarks about Iij'2)
P. If, however, some prices are missing, clearly all of the item price ratios called
for in (3) cannot be calculated. The obvious modification of the formula, given
in (39, would appear to be justified if in some sense the missing prices are
'Invariance under a change of units requires that if Zi, = cp(P)is an estimate of the relative
price-levels of Countries i and j, then multiplying all elements in a row of P by the same constant ca will not lead to a new value of I,,. Invariance under a change of base requires that
Ii, = l/Zji.(The so-called "time-reversal test" of index number theory refers to this invariance
in the context of a time-to-time comparison.) An index is said to possess the circularity property
if the binary cardinal rankings of entities i, j, and k are related to each other as follows:

Ii, = Iik/I,k

"typical" ones (i.e., if, loosely speaking, the missing prices are a random selection
of entries from the tableau).

where ) . . . ( refers to omitted price ratios and L?,, . . . , L?, is the set of
n items for which either p,, or paj (or both) is missing.
is the geometric mean of all available price ratios.
(3') parallels (3) in that
is invariant under changes in units and country base, missing prices
Though Iij(3)
in various rows and columns will lead to noncircularity. This means that an
indirect comparison of Country i with Country j by means of the ratio Ii1(3)/Ij1(3),
where Country 1 is a base country, will not in general be equal to the direct
Unfortunately, this ambiguity makes it in~possibleto get a
comparison, Iij(,).
unique cardinal ranking of all m countries. (m-1) numbers, each assigned to a
nonbase country, are required for a unique cardinal ranking, but (3') gives a set
of m(m- 1)/2 numbers which do not line up properly to give a single ranking.
It should be made clear that the point of seeking circularity is not merely to
avoid this non-uniqueness. If indeed circularity is present in the real world, then
it is possible to supplement the direct information bearing on Country i's pricelevel relative to Country j's derived from the set of available (p,,lpaj)'s. Circularity
implies that for items where either p,, or paj is missing, say pli and pZj, the ratios
pli/plk and p,,/p,, (i.e., other price ratios involving the same items) provide
information bearing upon the missing ratios pli/plj and p2,/pZj.Operationally,
this means that if circularity can be safely assumed, more precise estimates of
relative price-levels can be estimated by taking explicit account of circularity.
(That this may not be so will be seen in the numerical example of Section V.)
An intuitive way of patching up the non-circularity would be to estimate the
1,;s using the geometric means of (3') but somehow to force the estimates to
for all if j. A natural strategy to
meet the circularity conditions I,, = Iik/Ijk
experiment which might be the employment of a Least Squares procedure in which
Q as given in (4) is minimized with respect to the (m - 1) price-level ratios
(P,*/P~*).

If pi*/pl" is denoted O,, and particularly pi*/p,* is denoted 0,(01 = I), then Q can
be written more simply as in (4'). Now the minimization should be carried out
with respect to O, O,, . . . ,Om.

Though circularity is achieved here, the minimizing values of the 0,'s are not
independent of the numbering of the countries in (4) and (4'). The logic of the

procedure would not rule out having the indexes of the summations interchanged; but if Q were equal to the sum of such terms, starting with
0,/02]2, the resulting minimizing values of the 0,'s would be different. (Incidentally, the minimization process would require use of a gradient algorithm
because the first order conditions give rise to non-linear equations. However, with
the high-speed computers available now, this factor alone would not be a major
consideration.)
If this loss of the base-invariance property were the only difficulty with this
Least Squares method, a simple remedy for (5') could be found. Minimizing as
given in (5) with respect to O, 0,, . . . ,Om would give price-level relatives with the
desired invariances and circularity too.

Converting to natural logarithms has the added advantage that the values of the
0,'s which maximize can be found by solving a set of linear equations (where
the unknowns are In O, . , In Om).3
This ad hoc development of a procedure for estimating the relative pricelevels B2, . . . , O m using (5) has some intuitive appeal, but it clearly has many
arbitrary elements. What "loss function" describing the cost of errors in pricelevel estimates does
imply? 0 is quadratic; should it not also have crossproduct terms? Since the number of elements, Nij, entering into the geometric
is not the same for all two-country comparisons, is it reasonable for
mean IijC3)
the coefficients of the individual quadratic terms on the right side of (5) all to be
the same? What is the precision of the estimates of the relative price-levels as
derived from the Least Squares procedure? Clearly, a more systematic, less
handwaving approach is required.

. .

D

If the price tableau, P, of (1) is the set of available data about a category,
how many items beyond A are there in the category which at least in principle
could be priced but in fact have not been? For the purposes of most of what
follows, it will be assumed that there is an indefinitely large number of items in
each category and that A represents only the number of observations actually
observed in a sample which has been generated by the following model.
Pairs of prices in any row of P are assumed to be related to each other as
indicated in (6).
_Pai_ _- -pi*
. w t.3. .
Pai
pi*
Mere (pi*/pj*) is again the relative price-level in Countries i and j; and w 2 is a
random variable which is lognormally distributed with parameters 0 and a2.
The assumption that the w2's are distributed lognormally is a typical one in
3This formulation is similar to the "one-dimensional price scale" work of H. Theil in
Economics and Information Theory (Rand McNally, Chicago; North-Holland, Amsterdam;
1967), pp. 135-150. Theil's procedure (p. 147) calls for minimizing a "sum of sq~~ared
residuals"
where the summation on the right side of (5) covers all i-j combinations.

situations where multiplicative relationships are assumed. However, the assumption that a2 needs no subscripts or superscripts is a strong one; it asserts that the
variance of price ratios is the same for all pairs of countries. Clearly, such an
assumption can only be defended on the grounds that the available data are
insufficient in quantity to allow a more realistic distinction to be made empirically
between country pairs. Fortunately, estimates would be unbiased even if this
assumption was violated. More importantly, it is assumed that the w,ij and
w,fj are independent for ci # a'. This is the sense in which random sampling is
assumed, and this assumption must be complied with.
To simplify the stochastic presentation, a set of new variables is defined.

In this new notation (6) can be rewritten as (8).
..

+

R,23 = pij eaif wheref(~,ij): normal (0, c2).
(8)
It follows immediately from (7), (7') and (7") that:
R,ij + R,fk + &'ti = 0
(9)
(9')
pij + pjk + pki =
Therefore, the relationship among the stochastic elements, e,ii, will be as given in
(10):
,,if + eaik +
= 0 Orc,if = i k - jk.
(10)
Ea
€a
If Country 1 is thought of as the base country, then particularly

(11)
and

Pij= Pi1 - Pjl
..

Pi - Pj

EIrz3 =
- e,il.
(12)
(12) appears to be a relationship that precisely parallels (11) and therefore
should merely be designated (11'). It deserves separate recognition, however.
Notice that if P is complete-i.e., has no "holesM-there will be A m(m - 1)/2
different R,if's. At first sight it might appear that there are that many independent
observations bearing on the individual unknown (p,*/pj*)'s. The relationship in
(12) shows, however, that they are not all independent. In fact, A . (m - 1) (m -2)/2
of the observations are redundant in the sense that they are exact linear
combinations of A(m - 1) basic observations. (This is because any "error
term", e,ij, not involving the base country, Country 1, is f~mctionallydependent
upon two E'S involving the base country. There are A.m(m - 1)/2E'S in all; there
are A .(m - 1) E'S involving the base country; and there are A . (m - l)(m - 2)/2
E'S not involving the base country, each of which can be expressed as the difference
between two base country 2s.)
More than that, close examination of (12) reveals that even the A.(m - 1) E'S
involving the base country are not statistically independent. If each side of (12)

is squared and then the expected-value operator is applied to each side, it can be
seen that the covariance of e,il and e,il is a2/2.
For any a with a full row of pEi, the functional dependence of all €2,
i > j, and the statistical interdependence of all
and €2,together imply that
the joint density function of e$j for all i > j can be written simply as the joint
density function of the (m - 1 ) e,il's. (13) specifies this joint density

where Nk signifies a joint k-variate normal density function; 0, is a ( k x 1)
vector consisting entirely of zeros; and Vk is a ( k x k) matrix consisting of
1's on the principal diagonal and &'s everywhere else.
Specifically, Nm-, {Om

-,; o2Vm- ,) in this case means :

where

From (8) it follows that for any a :
(1 5 )

f2(RaZ1,. . . ,REm1,
RZ2, . . . ,Ram2,. . . ,~ ~ m . m - 1 )

.

= f2(REZ1,. . ,REm1):
Nm-l{p;o2 Vm-l)

where

The joint density function in the case of an a where pa,, is missing is given
by (16) if i* # l and (16') if i* = 1.
(16)

.

f3[REZ1,. .)R:*l,
= f3[Ra217

. . . ,R:.i*-l,

R:*+ Isi*,

. . . ,Rmi*(.. . ,

. ) R z l ( . . . Ram']:Nm-z{p)i*(;
2 Vm-2)

where

1'

w

pN*(

1
i* = 1

\ ~m

.

f4[RE32,
. . .)REz1, . . ,Ram'(.. . Ram*m-l]
= f4[Rd2,

. . . ,Ram2]: Nm- 2{piz; 0'
7

Vm-2 )

where

The expression for the joint density function of the prices of a given row of
P becomes quite complicated notationally when there are many holes. It will be a
joint multivariate normal function of (m - 1 - ha) variables, where h, is the
number of holes in the row, but writing down the general function requires
quite awkward notation. The density function will be skipped over here in order
to pass directly to the likelihood function of P as a whole. This is given by (17).

where 9Fa) is the (d x 1) vector of non-redundant R,ii 's in the a'th row;
M(") is the (d x 1) vector of ( p i - pi) terms associated with the W(a)'s; and
d=m-1-h,.
The individual factors of L are associated with rows of P. Rows with no
holes give rise to (m - 1) dimensional factors, each being a function of p2, . . .,p,,
and a2. If pa*, is missing, then the factor corresponding to the a* row will still
contain all of these arguments; however, if prices of countries other than the
base country are missing, the p1)s corresponding to these countries will not appear
in the factor. Thus in general L will be a function of p,, . . . ,p, and a2. The set of
the
sufficient statistics for the pj's is not obvious. It might be expected that Iij'3',
geometric mean of the available Country i-Country j price ratios, would be the
sufficient statistics, but it turns out that instead there is a larger, less simple
collection of weighted geometric means making up the sufficient set.4 There is no
4The explanation for this is best given by example. Suppose

Then

where
HR141 - p4I2 (RlZ1- pz)(Ri31 Ql = #(RlZ1 - pz)z +(R131- 113)'
- (RIZ1- pz) (R141 - p4) - (R131 - p3) . (R41 - p4);
$(Rz42 - p4 + /d2
- 4(Rz3' - p3 pz) . (R242 - p4
Qz = XR23Z- p3 pz)'
Q3 = (R343 - p4 p3I2;

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+ pz);

[Continued at foot of next page
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need to spell out the general likelihood function in explicit detail here because in
Section IV this stochastic model is approached from a quite different angle. If
this alternative way of looking at L were not available, of course the next step
would be to find the maximum likelihood estimators of the pi's and a2. In this
case the first-order conditions for a maximum (the equations obtained by setting
the various partial derivatives of L equal to zero) give rise to a set of linear
equations-but not with a symmetric coefficient matrix-which can be solved
directly. Recalling from (7') that pi = In (pi*/pl*), the invariance property of
maximum likelihood estimators assures us that (pi*/pl*) = exp(Pi). The sampling
distribution of the Pi's has not been investigated but clearly the variance-covariance matrix of the Pi's can be found at least asymptotically from the Hessian
of In L.
Fortunately, the stochastic model developed in this section can be shown to
be a special case of the regression model, and therefore its empirical implementation can be carried out with familiar and convenient computing procedures.
IV. A REGRESSIONAPPROACH
The fundamental stochastic relationship hypothesized in Section I11 was
given by (8). Provided we take into account (1 1) and the implications of (12)the redundancies and the interdependencies of the e$jYs--we can rewrite the
relationship as in (18).

- /Lj + € J j ; f(~2',
.. ,

Nda(od,; Cj2Vda).
This can be put in the form of a linear regression equation by defining a set of
dummy variables, XI, . . . , X,, such that (18) can be rewritten as (19).
Rail =

(I81

where
Xk,= - l i f k = j ; a n d X k , = O i f k # i , j .

X,,=lifk=i;

[Continued from foot of previous page

and

+

Q 4 = HR4" - pz)'
4(R431 - pa)' - 4(Rqa1 - pa) ' (R431 - pa).
The four terms in the braces are derived from the four rows of P.
Now In L will be examined.

I n L = - 4 1 n ( 2 ~ ) - 4111u -4[hIV31

1
+ 21nIVal] - 2 u2

[Ql

+ Qz

Qa

+ Q41.

By suitably manipulating the four Q,'s, In L can be rewritten in the following form:

++(ii(a)32 - p a + pala + +
-

(x(5)42
- ~4 + /da
+ ( 3 ~ 0 -) ~p4~ + p3Ia
- p3) - (&# - PZ) ( ~ ( I o ) ~-' p4) - (&11)31
- p4) - % (3(18)3a - p3 + pz) ' (x(14)~'p4 - pa))

5 (3(,)21 - p2)

X (&12)41

( L 3 1

- pd

where &,lj is a weighted average of the logs of all available p,,/puf ratios. The weights vary
for different i- jcomparisons; and they also differ for different terms. For example,

(z

+

&l)zl =
RlZ1 + R~'~)/Y,
but &7)21 = (4Rlzl
constitute a set of sufficient statistics for p2, pa, and p4.

+ 8 R421)/6. The

The observations that (19) refers to are the set R,il ( i > 1) for all rows in
which pal is present, R,i2 (i > 2) for a11 rows in which pal is missing but pE2
is present, and in general R,ik (i > k) for all rows in which pal, p,,, . . . ,pa,ck-l)
are all missing but pa, is present. The regression equation departs from the
classical linear model only because the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbances is not diagonal. In fact, the variance-covariance matrix, 0, consists of
blocks Vdarunning down the principal diagonal as given in (20).

consists of known elements-ones down the principal diagonal and g's
Since VdCL
elsewhere-Aitken's method can easily be employed to find the maximum likelihood estimates of the Pi's of (19).
Of course, then the variance-covariance matrix of the pi's can be obtained
easily, because it is simply G2 (X'Q-lX)-l, where Xis the matrix of observations
on the dummy variables XI, . . . , X,.
The price-level comparison between Country i and Country j is given in (19)
by (Pi - Pi). Then the maximum-likelihood estimate of the relative price levels of
the two countries is (fli - bj) from the empirical regression based upon the
+ 6j; - 2\/8jIj,
nonredundant R,"'s, and the standard error is given by d\/8j?
where the individual elements come out of the variance-covariance matrix of the
pi's.
The regression of (19) is well worth settling for as a way of attacking the
likelihood function of (17). However, it turns out that we can do better than (19).
The history of price index construction has been shaped by the fact that what is
interesting about price-levels-for time-to-time or place-to-place comparisons-is
the relative level of one set of prices to another. As a consequence, price-ratios
were the natural element of observation. The fact that price-ratios are unitsinvariant seemed to add additional weight to the argument that price-ratios or
some function thereof should be the basic dependent variable. But working
with price-ratios makes the regression based upon (19) unnecessarily complicated.
The fact that the non-redundant disturbance terms are not all mutually independent springs from the appearance of the same common base country price in the
denominator of all the price ratios associated with any particular row of P.
Suppose as an alternative to (6) and (18), we stipulate (21) and (21').
(21)

pia = pi* . ;@: f(fial, . . . , @am): Lognormal [0, a2Z]

(21'1

lnpia = pi

+ 6, + v;:

f(val,

. . . , vam):Nm{O,;

21)

where pi is the natural log of the i'th country's price-level.
Then (22), the linear regression equation springing from (217, involves two sets
of dummy variables (Xis, Yia), i = 2, . . . , m ;u = 1, . . . A.

The advantage of (22) over (19) is that now the disturbance term meets the
standard conditions for classical regression. (Incidentally, observe that the
assumption of lognormality of the underlying disturbance terms, either w,"i or
wU1, is not essential; without the assumption one can still rely on the optimal
properties flowing from the Gauss-Markov theorem on Least Squares.)
The coefficient of the Xi, dummy, pi, in (22) is to be interpreted as the
natural log of the ratio of the price-level in Country i to the price-level in Country
1, the base country. Thus exp&) is an estimate ofpi*/pl*. (Under the assumption
of lognormality of the original disturbances, exp@,) will be the maximum likelihood estimate of pc/pl*, but the expected value of exp(pi) is not pi*/pl*.
Similarly, exp@, - pj) is an estimate of pi*/p,*. Clearly, exp& - Pj) = l /
exp(pj - pi) and exp@, - pj) = exp@, - pk)/exp(pj - pk). Therefore, the estimates
of relative price-levels are both base invariant and circular.
The coefficients of the y, dummies have no significance for country pricelevel comparisons, though they may conceivably be useful in an analysis of the
relative values that purchasers in all m countries put on the individual items.
(If, for example, the units of the items are standardized for an attribute-say,
caloric content in the case of a fuel category or nutritional content in the case of a
food category-so that a unit of each item contains the same quantity of the
attribute, then (yal - y,,) is directly relevant to the question of how attractive
Item 1 is compared with Item 2 as a way of securing a standard unit of the
attribute. Specifically, if y, - y, = 0.21, then the cost of obtaining a unit of the
attribute through the purchase of the seventh item would be 23 per cent (e0.21 =
1.23) greater than if it were obtained through the purchase of the third item).
Since a change in the units of an item will lead only to a change in the Y-dummy
associated with the item, the price-level estimates for the various countries will be
invariant under a change in units.
The connection between the regressions of (22) and (19) can be made
clearer with an analogy. Suppose it is believed that household consumption is
related to household income by a linear consumption function. Using a set of
data, (Ci, Yi), a conventional regression could be run to estimate the marginal
propensity-to-consume. Alternatively, one could single out a particular household,
say the Jones family, and run a regression with a suppressed constant on the data
Yi - Y,,,,,).
This latter regression would not be a very satisset {C, - C,,,,,,
factory one because it would be based upon one less observation than the other
and because the interdependence of its disturbance terms [E(ui - u,,,,,).
(uj - uJones)= u2; E(ui - u~,,,,)~ = 2u2] would call for the use of Aitken's
method. Unless the Jones family was particularly important in the analysis of
consumer spending behavior, there would be strong reasons for avoiding
assigning to it the asymmetric role implied by the (Ci- C,,,,, : Yi - YJones)
regression. Similarly, if the base country has been selected only because it
provides a convenient numeraire, it would be better to use the regression of (22)
than the regression of (19)5.
SThe omission of an X-dummy for the base country does not assign the base country a
special position. Literally nothing substantive would be changed if /31Xla was added and
yl Yla was dropped from (22).

Before passing on to an empirical example, a last set of comments should be
made about the precision of the price-level estimates and the notion of randomness. First, the regression procedure delivers estimates of the standard errors of
the regression coefficient estimates. These of course provide the basis for computing confidence intervals for the true regression coefficients. Since the price-level
ratios are simply the exponentials of the regression coefficients, it is an easy
matter to go on to compute confidence intervals for the price-level ratios themselves. Specifically.

where t , is an appropriate entry from a Student's t distribution table. (Qualification: (23) holds strictly only if the disturbance terms of (22)-the ~2's-are
normal. If they are not, the Student's t distribution is not the correct source for
t,. However, if the number of degrees of freedom of the regression is large-i.e.,
the number of prices actually present in the P tableau minus the number of
parameters estimated in the regression, A + (m - I), is greater than, say, thirty,
(23) is likely to be an acceptable approximation to a "true" confidence interval.)
Secondly, the notion of random sampling needs amplification. In regression
analysis, it is the disturbances which must be randomly distributed, not the
independent variables. Thus, it is not necessary that the holes in P be randomly
distributed, provided that the systematic pattern of the holes-with respect to
countries and items-does not lead to a systematic pattern among the disturb a n c e ~ .The
~ fact that countries at different stages of development may not
consume identical goods and services within a category may give rise to a nonrandom pattern of holes, but this does not necessarily introduce any bias in the
regression coefficient estimates. The only concern about the pattern of the holes
is that they do not lead to a singular variance-covariance matrix for the independent variables. (Singularity could occur if, to give one example, the set of goods
in a detailed category and the set of countries each can be divided into two subsets
such that no member of the first goods subset is priced in the first country subset,
and no member of the second goods subset is priced in the second country subset.
Intuitively, this simply means that country price levels cannot be compared unless
there is some overlap in the list of goods which have been priced in the two
countries.) To summarize: the random sampling requirement is simply that the
price of an item in a country should depart from an amount defined by the
country's price level and the units of the item only by an amount which stochastically does not depend upon either the country or the item.
6Suppose my research assistant prepared the tableau P but before a regression was run
on the whole set of data he splattered opaque coffee on the data sheet in such a way that a
"random" set of prices was obliterated. The regression run on the still-legible prices would be
less satisfactory than one based upon all of the data, of course, but it still would give unbiased
estimates of the price-levels. However, if he for some reason were angry and wanted to do me
harm, he could cause me real trouble. Suppose he blotted out the same number of prices but
on a systematic basis: low-price points in some arrays and high-price points in others. By
appropriately partitioning the data set and running twin regressions, it would be possible to
determine (in probabilistic terms) whether the missing observations are a product of mischief
rather than carelessness. Analogously, it would be possible to tell if the missing observations
resulting from failure to price all items leads to bias in estimating relative price-levels.

To illustrate these ideas, regressions based upon (22) have been carried out
on the hypothetical price tableau given in Table 1. The category, Food, is in fact
much, much broader than those envisioned for the International Comparison
P r ~ j e c t but
, ~ the data are still suitable for this exercise.
TABLE 1

PRICES
OF NINEFOOD
ITEMS
IN EACHOF SEVEN
COUNTRIES
IN 1967
Countries

Item
Eggs
Milk
Butter
Oranges
Bread
Potatoes
Sugar
Bacon
Cabbage

Japan
(yen)

U,K,
(shilling)

x
3

x
4

483.12
777.77
118.00
110.00
51.20
133.00

3.96
1.71
7.39
2.79
2.18
0.70
1.54

38.30

1.14

-

-

Kenya Colombia India
(shilling)
(peso)
(rupee)
x
5

4.38
1.44
8.36
0.99
1.65
0.46
0.70
14.90
0.79

xs

x
7

9.74
28.63

3.00
1.08

8.88
1.46
2.35
32.22

0.77
3.63

-

-

-

-

-: Price not available.

The regression result for the nine items and seven countries (after all
national prices were converted to American dollars at the official exchange rates
prevailing in 1967) is given in (23).

The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors of the coefficients directly
above them. These coefficients give:

"In fact, there are 36 individual detailed categories comprising Food in the International
Comparison Project.
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where the numerator subscript is keyed to the numbers of the countries as ordered
in Table 1.
Table 2 gives a somewhat more general, but confirming picture of the
relationship of the countries to the United States. In order to see how sensitive
the price-level estimates are to exactly what items and which countries are
represented in the data, repeat regressions were carried out with various omissions
of rows and columns of Table 1. The results were:
(1) Regressions based upon all countries but upon either nine or seven or
eight items all gave pretty much the same relative price estimates. The
exclusion of cabbage from the regression, a relatively cheap item in Japan,
increased that country's estimated relative price level by about 15 percent,
but no other discrepancy came close to that magnitude.
(2) Regressions based upon all nine items but varying the number of
countries gave very similar relative price-level estimates. The only
exception was India where dropping three other countries led to a
17 percent increase in the estimate of India's price-level relative to the
United States.
TABLE 2

Estimation
Method
Using (22)
Items

-

1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9
1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3 ,4,
5, 6, 7, 8
1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9
1,2,3,4,
5, 6 7 , 8, 9
1,2,3,4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Countries

Germany
0.992

1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 , 7
1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3, 4,
5
1,2,6,7

1.004
151
1.032
151
0.988

1,3,4,5

-

PI

PI

1.050

PI

--

Geometric Mean of
Available Price Ratios*"

1.139(4)
[6]

Japan

U.K.

Kenya

Colombia

1.189
[GI
1.343
161
1.389
t61
1.195
141
-

0.808

0.893
[41
0.907
[41
0.933
141
-

-

0.601
Dl
0.563
[ll
0.621
111
0.601
[ll
-

0.827

1.217
[31

0.819
[21

0.601
[ll

1.104(7)
[51

0.782(8)
[21

0.600(9)

-

PI

0.801

PI

PI

0.807
121

PI

India
0.778

PI

0.785

PI

0.814
121

-

0.872
Dl
-

0.907
[21

0.903(6)
I41

0.836(4)

DI

*The rankings of the countries appear in brackets below each relative price-level.
**The number of available price-ratios appears in round parentheses.

The last row of Table 2 gives the estimates of relative price levels obtained
by computing the geometric means of all available price-ratios. For three countries the geometric mean estimates are virtually the same as the estimates from
the "full-information" regression for nine items and seven countries. But
the German and Indian estimates are 15 and 8 percent higher respectively and the
Japanese estimate is 8 percent lower. Notice that dropping observations from the

regressions did not change the ranking of the six countries, though the position
of the United States relative to Germany shifted slightly from regression to
regression. The ranking obtained from the geometric means was different: the
positions of India and the UK were switched, as were the positions of Germany
and Japan. (It is no coincidence that these switches involved countries for which
only four prices were available). Incidentally, the estimated price index for
Germany relative to Colombia was 1.110 as derived from the regression method
but only 1.078 using the geometric method (based upon three price ratios).
TABLE 3
0.95 CONFIDENCE
INTERVALS
FOR

ESTIMATES OF RELATIVE

Regression*
Lower

Upper

PRICE-LEVELS

Geometric Mean**
Lower

Upper

-

0.92
0.44
0.44
0.42
0.62
0.36
-

1.41
2.75
1.39
0.86
1.31
I .95

--

*Based upon data of 9 items and 7 countries.
**Based upon all available price ratios.

The confidence intervals for relative price-levels as obtained from the
regressions appear to be distressingly wide. This is partly because of the heterogeneity of the food prices of Table I and partly because the regression estimates
15 parameters on the basis of only 47 observations. The 0.95 confidence intervals
are given in Table 3. In addition, 0.95 confidence intervals based upon the
geometric means of available price-ratios are also given. It was expected that the
geometric mean intervals would be wider than the corresponding regression ones.
The reasoning behind this was (1) the regression approach, taking advantage of
circularity, uses the data more efficiently, and (2) the very small numbers of priceratios on which the geometric means are based lead to relatively large t values in
the confidence intervals formula. In fact, half of the geometric mean C.I.'s are
smaller than the regression ones but in two of the cases, Kenya and Colombia,
the superiority is only marginal. The regression C.I.'s are smaller in three cases
and in two of these, Japan and India, the superiority is substantial. This suggests
the conjecture that the a priori argument that the regression C.I.'s are smaller
perhaps should be modified to include the qualifier "on the average". (It should
be remarked that the C.I.'s derived from the geometric means are much less
likely to be robust with respect to the assumption of lognormality than those
derived from the regression.)

REMARKS
VI. CONCLUDING
We have examined in detail the question of how to estimate, on the basis of
incomplete price data, relative price-levels of a number of different countries for a

narrow category of output. Happily, the answer turns out to be a simple one.
The most commonly used technique in empirical economics, regression analysis,
can be harnessed to do the task with only a minimum of complications in
transforming the price data into a regression format. In the limiting case, when
there are no missing observations in the price tableau, it can be shown that the
regression procedure amounts to the computation of a set of geometric means.
Since this is just what one normally would compute to estimate relative pricelevels if he did not introduce stochastic considerations into his framework of
analysis, it is reassuring to see that the regression method is consistent with
ordinary practice. Estimating precision is always important so casting the problem
in stochastic terms is useful even in the complete-data case.*
In closing the reader is reminded that no effort has been directed at the
greatest difficulty of all, the quantity-weighting problem. However, when the
definitive empirical work on the index number problem has been completed, a
stochastic model of the general sort worked out above will surely be at stagecenter.

'There is another advantage of the regression approach. The fact that we know a great
deal about regression analysis makes modifications easier. Suppose, for example, that the individual prices of P are outputs from a set of hedonic index regressions and therefore themselves
should be regarded as having standard errors which depend upon the individual hedonic
regressions. If these standard errors are not the same for all prices, then it would be hard to
know just how to weight the observations in the conventional procedure. However, weighted
regressions are well-understood.

